The main results of this paper are the following theorems : a) Suppose that C is a chain complex of A− modules with E a non zero subcomplex of C. If E and C/E are hopfians then C is hopfian b) If C is a chain complex of A− modules in which all non trivial subcomplex is cohopfian then C is cohopfian c) If C is a projective chain complex of A− modules with a subcomplex E completely invariant and superfluous then E is hopfian if and only if C/E is hopfian d) If C is an injective chain complex with a subcomplex completely
Introduction
In this paper ,we will study projective,injective ,hopfian ,cohopfian objects of the category of complexes of A− modules denoted COMP The objects of COMP are chain complexes and the morphisms are maps of chains A chain complex C is a sequence of homomorphisms of A− modules such as:
,for all n ∈ Z A chain map f is defined by: In the section 3 ,we demonstrate the following results: a)Suppose C is a chain complex with a subcomplex E of C non zero . If E and C/E are hopfian then C is hopfian b) If C is a complex with own subcomplex is cohopfian then C is cohopfian c) If C = ⊕C i with (C i ) is a family of complexes then the following assertions are equivalent : i) If C is hopf ian (respectively cohopf ian) then C i is hopf ian (respectively
cohopf ian) ii)If C i is completely invariant then C is hopf ian(respectivement cohopf ian) if and only if C i is hopf ian (respectively cohopf ian)
In the section 4 ,we demonstrate the following results : a)If C is a projective chain complex of A− modules with a subcomplex E completely invariant and superfluous then E is hopfian if and only if C/E is hopfian b)If C is an injective chain complex and E a completely invariant and essential subcomplex of C then E is cohopf ian if and only if C is cohopf ian c)Theorem: if C is a chain complex of A− modules then we obtain the following results: 
is said to be zero either all terms C n zero or the map chain zero(all d n zero) , ∀n ∈ Z
Proposition 1 Let be a pair of chain maps
and named sum of f and g is a chain with f = (f n ) n∈ and g = (g n ) n∈
Proof 1 Let the following diagramm:
We have:
Proposition 2 Let be two chains complexes
(C, d) and (C , d ) of A− modules Their direct sum denoted by (C ⊕ C , d ⊕ d ) is: (C ⊕ C ) n = C n ⊕ C n et (d ⊕ d ) n = d n ⊕ d n , where d n ⊕ d n : C n ⊕ C n → C n−1 ⊕ C n−1 (x n , x n ) → (d n (x n ), d n (x n )) Proof 2 It's clear that d n ⊕ d n is a morphism.We show (d n ⊕ d n ) • (d n+1 ⊕ d n+1 ) = 0 It's known that (d n+1 ⊕ d n+1 )(x n+1 , x n+1 ) = (d n+1 (x n+1 ), d n+1 (x n+1 )) Hence (d n ⊕ d n ) • ((d n+1 ⊕ d n+1 )(x n+1 , x n+1 ))=(d n • d n+1 (x n+1 ), d n • d n+1 (x n+1 )) But d n • d n+1 (x n+1 ) = 0 and d n • d n+1 (x n+1 ) = 0 Then (d n ⊕ d n ) • (d n+1 ⊕ d n+1 ) = 0, for all n ∈ Z Proposition 3 Let be (C, d) : . . . → C n+1 d n+1 → C n dn → C n−1 d n−1 → . . . a chain complex of A− modules. and (E n ) a family of A− modules such that n ,E n is un sub-module of C n . Hence : if d n (E n ) ⊆ E n−1 then sequence of induced morphism (d n : E n → E n−1 ) is a chain complex of A− modules denoted (E, d) and called subcomplex of (C, d) . The sequence of (i n : E n → C n ) canonical monomorphism is a chain map i : (E, d) → (C, d) Proof 3 -Suppose that δ n : E n → E n−1 the induced morphism of d n , We show that δ n is well defined: Suppose that x ∈ E n , hence d n (x) ∈ E n−1 Then δ n is well defined δ n is a morphism because composite of two morphisms Let us verify that δ n • δ n+1 = 0 Let be x ∈ E n+1 , hence δ n+1 (x) = d n+1 (x) ∈ E n and δ n ((d n+1 )(x)) = d n • d n+1 (x) = 0 then δ n • δ n+1 = 0 , for all n ∈ Z So (E, δ) the sequence (d n : E n → E n−1 ) is a chain complex -We show that i : (E, δ) → (C, d) is a chain map E : . . . / / i E n+1 δ n+1 / / i n+1 E n δn / / in E n−1 / / i n−1 . . . C : . . . / / C n+1 d n+1 / / C n dn / / C n−1 / / . . . If x ∈ E n+1 , hence δ n+1 (x) = d n+1 (x) therefore i n • δ n+1 (x) = i n (d n+1 (x)) = d n+1 (x) On the other hand if x ∈ E n+1 we obtain i n+1 (x) = x hence d n+1 • i n+1 (x) = d n+1 (x) therefore x ∈ E n+1 we get i n • δ n+1 (x) = d n+1 • i n+1 (x) So i : (E, δ) → (C, d) is a chain map that is i : (E, d) → (C, d) Proposition 4 Let be (C, d) : . . . → C n+1 d n+1 → C n dn → C n−1 d n−1 → . . . a chain complex and (E, d) : . . . → E n+1 d n+1 → E n dn → E n−1 d n−1 → . . . , (F, d) : . . . → F n+1 d n+1 → F n dn → F n−1 d n−1 → . .
. two subcomplexes of C Then this family of modules is a chain complex:
E F :. . . → E n+1 F n+1 d n+1 → E n F n dn → E n−1 F n−1 d n−1 → . . .
It's named intersection of E and F

Proof 4
We have E and F subcomplexes of C then:
The diagramm commutes:
is well defined and it it clear it is a morphism we calculate
Δ n • Δ n+1 for x ∈ kerf n+1 whe have Δ n •Δ n+1 (x) = Δ n (d n+1 (x)) = d n •d n+1 (x) therefore Δ n • Δ n+1 = 0 Proposition 6 Considering a chain map f of (C, d) into (C , d ) . Then (Imf, α) = (Imf n , α n ) is a chain complex defined by : for all n ∈ Z we have α n : Imf n → Imf n−1 with α n (y) = d n (y) ((Imf, α) : . . . → Imf n+1 α n+1 → Imf n αn → Imf n−1 → . . . ) (C , d ) Proof 6 Let be α n+1 : Imf n+1 → Imf n Imf n+1 → Imf n y → d n+1 (y) ..Considering y ∈ Imf n+1 there is x ∈ C n+1 such that f n+1 (x) = y then d n+1 • f n+1 (x) = d n+1 (y) but d n+1 • f n+1 = f n • d n+1 hence d n+1 (y) = f n (d n+1 (x)) therefore α n+1 (y) = d n+1 (y) ∈ Imf n so α n+1 is well defined ...If y=y' ,d n+1 (y) = d n+1 (y ) then α n+1 (y) = α n+1 (y ) ....We calculate α n • α n+1 Considering y ∈ Imf n+1 donc α n+1 (y) = d n+1 (y) α n • α n+1 (y) = α n (d n+1 (y)) like α n (x) = d n (x) we have α n • α n+1 (y) = d n • d n+1 (y) So α n • α n+1 = 0 that proove (Imf, α) is a subcomplex of (C , d ) Proposition 7 Considering (E, δ) a subcomplex of (C, d) .Suppose that K = (K n ) n∈ o? K n = C n |E n .Then (K, α)) is a chain complex named quotient complex of C by E and denoted C/E with α = (α n ) and α n : K n → K n−1
Proof 7
Considering
Proof 9
Suppose :
Then f is a monomorphism ofCOMP if and only if Kerf = 0
Proof 10 Suppose that f is a monomorphism of
Reciprocally suppose kerf = 0 hence kerf is a zero complex so each term is zero so f n is a monomorphism of A− modules then for all n ∈ Z it gives if Proof 12 Given C a simple object of COMP it means that ∀n ∈ Z, C n is simple Suppose f n is surjective We obtain imf n = C n et C n = 0 suppose kerf n = 0 then kerf n is a submodule of C n different from 0 and different from C n what contradicts the hypothesis C n simple then C is hopfian In the other hand suppose C is an simple object and suppose C n simple with f n injective then kerf n = 0 suppose imf n = C n we would have imf n = 0 because f n = 0 et imf n = C n what contradicts the hypothesis C n simple
Proof 11 Suppose that f is a epimorphism of COMP then
u • f = v • f it gives u = v hence for all n ∈ Z (u • f ) n = (v • f ) n implies u n = v n f n is an epimorphism ofA− modules then Imf n = C n , for all n ∈ Z so Imf = C Reciprocally suppose Imf = C hence ,for all n ∈ Z ,Imf n = C n then f n is an epimorphism of A− modules so for all n ∈ Z,u n • f n = v n • f n alors (u•f ) n = (v•f ) n implies u n = v n then f
Proposition 9 Given C a simple complexe and f a morphism of C in itself .Then the set of morphisms C provided with this operations + et • is a field
Proof 13 Like Cis simple means that ∀n ∈ Z , C n is simple It is known that (End(C n ), +, •) is an associative and unitarian ring Considering f n ∈ End(C n )|0 and f n = 0 alors kerf n = C n and kerf n are submodules of C n then kerf n = 0 therefore f n is injective In the other hand f (C n ) ≤ C n et f n = 0then f n (C n ) = C n therefore f n issurjective
Proposition 10 Considering C an object of COMP with E subcomplex different from zero of C . If C|E hopf ian alors C is an hopf ian object of COMP
Proof 14 Assume that C is a non hopfian complex hence there is
k ∈ Z such f k : C k → C k as a surjection different from an isomorphism As E k = kerf k we have E k = 0 because f k is not injective Then f k induces an isomorphism f k : C k |E k → E k If π k : C k → C k |E k demonstrate the canonical surjection the compositeπ k •f k : C k |E k → C k |E k is a
surjection which is not injective then the kernel of the composite is not reduced to 0 . what contradicts the hypothesis
C k |E k hopf ian
Proposition 11 Given C an object of COMP which own proper subcomplex E is cohopf ian then C is cohopf ian
Proof 15 By using the method of proof by contradiction we get :assume that C is not cohopf ian then there are k ∈ Z and an injective morphism u
k : C k → C k not surjective Soit E k = imu k As E k C k alors u k induces an isomorphismē u k : C k → E k withū k |E k : E k → E k is a
non surjective injection .What contradicts E k cohopf ian
Definition 3 A A sub module N of M is said to be completely invariant if for any endomorphism f of M we have f (N ) N
Definition 4 Given E, N, M A− modules . E is said to be injective if for any monomorphism α : N → M and for any morphism
φ : N → E, there is a morphism ψ : M → E verifying φ = ψ • α
Definition 5 Considering E, R, S chains complexes of A− modules .Then E is an injective chain complex if for any monomorphism of chains complexesα : S → R and for any morphism of chains φ; S → E there is a map chain
Remark:If E injective chain complex then E is an injective object of category of complexes of A− modules
. a chain complex of A− modules.Then E isinjective if and only if for all n ∈ Z, E n is injective
Proof 16 Suppose E is injective and considering f : M → N a monomorphism of A− modules and φ n : M → E n a morphism of A− modules Given S et R two chains complexes of A− modules and α a chain map of S into R such as:
where for all n ∈ Z S n = M and u n = Id M with R n = N and v n = Id N α n is a monomorphism of A− modules ,for all n ∈ Z Given φ a chain map of S into E such as :
where φ k : M → E k any morphisms of A−modules E are injective ther is ψ a chain map such as:
Reciprocally suppose for all n ∈ Z, E n is an A− injective module and demonstrate that E is an injective chain complex Considering γ a monomorphism of chains complexes
Given β a chain complex such as:
Then for all n ∈ Z, E n is injective and γ n a monomorphism of A−modules so there is λ n : R n → E n verifying β n = λ n • γ n Considering λ such as: 
Demonstrate λ is a chain map
S . . . γ / / β $ $ S n+1 γ n+1 u n+1 / / S n γn un / / S n−1 γ n−1 u n−1 / / . . . R . . . λ / / R n+1 λ n+1 v n+1 / / R n λn vn / / R n−1 λ n−1 v n−1 / / . . . E . . . / / E n+1 w n+1 / / E n wn / / E n−1 w n−1 / / . . .
It is enough w
n+1 • λ n+1 = λ n • v n+1 We have w n+1 • β n+1 = β n u n+1 because β is a chain But β n = λ n • γ n then w n+1 • (λ n+1 • γ n+1 ) = (λ n • γ n ) • u n+1 implies (w n+1 • λ n+1 ) • γ n+1 = λ n • (γ n • u n+1 ) So (w n+1 ) • λ n+1 ) • γ n+1 = λ n • (v n+1 • γ n+1 ) Finally (w n+1 • λ n+1 ) • γ n+1 = (λ n • v n+1 ) • γ n+1 Or γ n+1 is a monomorphism of A− modules so w n+1 • λ n+1 = λ n • v n+1 , for all n ∈ Z d'o? λ is a chain Let us verify λ • γ = β We know that n ∈ Z, β n = λ n • γ n avec β = (β n ) ,γ = (γ n ) et λ = (λ n ) then λ • γ = β.
This prooveE is injective
Definition 6 Given N a A− submodule of a module M is said to be completely invariant if for any endomorphism
f of M we have f (N) N Definition 7 Given C : . . . C n+1 → C n → C n−1 → . . . a chain complex of A− modules and E : . . . E n+1 → E n → E n−1 → . . . a subcomplex of C Then E is said to be completely invariant subcomplex of C if for all n ∈ Z, E n is completely invariant Definition 8 A A− submodule E of M is essential in M if for any submodule K different from zero of M , we have E K = 0; M is named essential extension of E Definition 9 Considering C : . . . C n+1 → C n → C n−1 → . . . a chain complex of A− modules and E : . . . E n+1 → E n → E n−1 → . . . a subcomplex of C . Then E is said to be essential chain complex in C if for all n ∈ Z, E n is essential in CE ψ φ R α / / S
remark
IfE is a projective chain of A− modules then E an projective object of the category of complexes of A− modules
. a chain of A− modules .E is a projective chain complex if and only if for all n ∈ Z ,E n is a A− projective module .
Proof 17 Suppose E is projective Considering f : N → M a epimorphism of A− modules and φ n : E n → M a morphism of A− modules Given S and R two chains complexes and α a chain map of R into S such as:
Considering φ a chain map of E into S verifying:
Like E is projective then there is a chain map ψ such as :
Reciprocally let us suppose for all n ∈ Z , E n is a A− projective module and let us demonstrate E is a projective chain complex Considering γ an epimorphisme such as:
Given β a chain map verifying:
Then like for all n ∈ Z ,E n is projective and γ n is an epimorphism of A− modules so there is λ n : E n → R n verifying γ n • λ n Given λ such as: 
Let us demonstrate that λ is a chain map
R . . . γ / / λ $ $ R n+1 γ n+1 v n+1 / / R n γn vn / / R n−1 γ n−1 v n−1 / / . . . S . . . β / / S n+1 β n+1 u n+1 / / S n βn un / / S n−1 β n−1 u n−1 / / . . . E . . . / / E n+1 w n+1 / / E n wn / / E n−1 w n−1 / / . . .
It is enough that
E is said to be superfluous in C if for all n ∈ Z , E n is superfluous in C n
Theorem 5 Considering a projective complexe and E a completely, invariant et superfluous subcomplex of C then E is hopf ian if only if C/E is hopfian
Proof 19 and E n is completely invariant and superfluous in C n Then any epimorphism of E in itelf is an isomorphism so E n is hopf ian So C n /E n is hopf ian for all n ∈ Z , in conclusion C/E est hopfian Reciprocallylet us suppose C/E is hopf ien donc C n /E n est hopf ien avec C n projectif et E n est un A− sous-module complètement invariant et superflu dans C n donc pour tout n ∈ Z , E n is hopf ian then E is hopf ian
Theorem 6 Considering C an un injective chain complexe and E a completely invariant and essential subcomplex of C in Cthen E is cohopf ian if and only if C is cohopf ian
Proof 20 Let us suppose that Eis cohopfian then E n is cohopf ian and E n is a A−completely invariant and essential submodule in C n then C n est cohopf ian for all n ∈ Z , so C is cohopf ian Reciprocally let us suppose that C is cohopf ian that C n is cohopf ian and E n is an A− completely invariant and essential submodule in C n . Then E n is cohopf ian for all n ∈ Z therefore E is cohopf ian
Theorem 7 Considering C a chain complex of A-modules then : -if C is projective and cohopf ian then C is hopf ian -if Cis injective and hopf ian then C is cohopf ian
Proof 21 Let us suppose that C is a projective and cohopf ian complexe then C n is an A− projective and cohopf ian module so C n is hopf ian for all n ∈ Z so C is hopf ian Let us suppose that C an injective and hopf ian chain complexe then C n is a A− injective and hopfian module then C n is cohopfian for all n ∈ Z so C is cohopfian → . . . using previous theorem 6 t if C is projective andcohopf ian then C is hopf ian .Then C is hopf ian et cohopf ian therefore for all n ∈ Z , C n is an A− hopf ian and cohopf ian module so C n est de F itting So as previous theorem6 if C is an injective and hopf ian complex then C is cohopf ian .So C is hopf ian et cohopf ian therefore for all n ∈ Z , C n is an A− module hopf ian and cohopf ian then C n is a F itting module then C is a F itting chain complexe
